What’s Worse: A Liar or a
Realist?
In the wake of the horrendous roll-out of Obamacare,
there’s been a new narrative emerging, not just in the
political rhetoric flying around Washington, but also in the
national media. That narrative is that the Republican Party
needs to come up with a comprehensive healthcare solution of
their own to present as an alternative to the troubles spawned
by the Affordable Care Act.
The talking heads on network news have been asking for it.
Congressional Democrats have been asking for it. Even
President Obama finally seems interested in hearing what ideas
the Republicans have to offer on healthcare – of course
framing it in the context of proposed “improvements” to his
own healthcare law.
The feeling seems to be – primarily from people on the left
but also from some on the right – that it’s not enough for
Republicans just to focus on the flaws of Obamacare and loudly
point out the hardships the law is causing for millions of
Americans. They also need to offer a viable alternative to
present to voters during the 2014 elections.
On its surface, the thought seems to make some sense. After
all, politicians and pundits are always telling us that the
American people are looking for solutions, and not heated
rhetoric.
That might be true, but is that the kind of thing that wins
elections? Proposed solutions?
It sure doesn’t seem to be.
Back when the Iraq War was acting as a political albatross
around the necks of Republicans, there was never any serious

pressure being put on Democratic politicians to offer up an
alternative solution. Quite the opposite, in fact. Mere
opposition to the continuation of the war was enough to gain
them majority support from the electorate. And I would argue
that the Democratic Party’s repeated calls for a withdrawal
date were no more a proposed solution than the Republican
Party’s repeated calls for repealing Obamacare.
Do I want the Republican Party to formulate a viable
alternative to Obamacare? Sure. And despite what the liberal
media and the White House are always telling people, the
Republicans have offered several ideas for lowering the cost
of healthcare for Americans. Those ideas include tort reform
and allowing insurance competition across state lines. The
Republicans just haven’t packaged those ideas together as part
of a comprehensive healthcare campaign strategy to run on in
elections.
My message to the GOP is: Don’t bother. Stick to opposing
Obamacare for now, because that’s all you’ll need until after
the 2014 elections.
You see, the last time President Obama and other Democrats
called on Republicans to put forth a serious solution to deal
with a serious problem, Congressman Paul Ryan stepped forward
with a comprehensive, realistic plan to reform our entitlement
programs and significantly trim deficits. This was back in
2011.
That ended up being a terrible, terrible mistake on Ryan’s
part – politically anyway. The president and his party
immediately waged a campaign of shameless demagoguery against
that plan, claiming that it would essentially lead to the
destruction of America. They said that it would let bridges
collapse, force disabled children to fend for themselves, and
throw wheelchair-ridden grandmothers over cliffs.
As any honest, informed person knows, any realistic plan to

effectively deal with a problem as serious as our national
debt requires a big change. Ryan’s big change was to keep
Medicare intact for people 55 or older, while altering the
program for everyone else by turning to private sector
solutions and providing government subsidies.
But that sure isn’t the way the plan was portrayed by the
Democratic Party and the mainstream media. No, they
successfully convinced many people that Ryan’s plan would
actually end Medicare for the millions of senior citizens that
depended on the program. They went all-in with that narrative
and put a ton of money behind their messaging.
Politifact later awarded the Democrats’ false charge with the
title of “Biggest Lie of the Year”, but that didn’t matter.
The campaign proved to be an effective way of distracting
Americans away from the failed economic policies of the
Democratic Party, and it even won the Democrats some specialelection seats that were previously thought to be shoe-ins for
Republican candidates.
The strategy took the heat off of the Democrats (who were
reeling from scores of terrible economic data that kept
pouring in), and deflected it onto the Republican Party that
was still enjoying some momentum off of the Tea Party
landslide of 2010.
In other words, an honest, realistic solution, that was put
forth to deal with a serious problem, was defeated by a
baldfaced lie. And to this day, far more ill-will is harbored
toward Paul Ryan for presenting his plan than is harbored
toward the Democratic Party for lying about that plan.
Sometimes it’s worse to be a realist than it is to be a liar.
You see, right now a good portion of the American public is
mad at President Obama for lying to them repeatedly about the
impact of Obamacare. And even though the Republican Party

isn’t faring well in public opinion polls, most political
analysts seem to believe that the hit Obama’s approval rating
is taking, and anger over Obamacare, could very well lead the
GOP to maintain the House of Representatives and pick up the
Senate in 2014.
It seems to me that the Republicans would be foolish to lay
out a comprehensive alternative to Obamacare. As we saw with
Paul Ryan’s plan, it would simply give an opportunity to the
Democrats and the liberal media to twist whatever realistic
solutions are in it, completely misrepresent and demagogue the
affect they would have on Americans, and lift some of the
negative Obamacare attention off of themselves.
Personally, I’m sick of watching liberals successfully deflect
criticism of them by portraying an opposing, logical solution
as being more fearful than the grim reality they’ve created
for this country. So my advice for the GOP would be the
following:
Relentlessly highlight the numerous problems with Obamacare,
continue to put the spotlight on the millions of people the
law has hurt, and continue to call for its repeal. But don’t
get bogged down in the nuance of articulating a comprehensive
alternative.
Keep in mind that prior to the passage of the Affordable Care
Act, polls consistently showed that over 80% of the country
was satisfied with the healthcare system and the access they
had to it. These people don’t need to be sold on a big new
plan. They just need to be reminded of how much worse things
are now.
Stay on the offense. Don’t force yourself onto defense. When
asked, go ahead and talk about things like tort reform and
competition across state lines, but don’t get hung up on the
specifics.

The election successes the Democratic Party has enjoyed over
the past seven years or so haven’t come from stating
specifics, and they sure as heck haven’t come from proposing
serious solutions. There’s something Republicans can learn
from that.
Then, once you win the Senate and maintain the House, prepare
to repeal Obamacare as best you can, put forth a viable,
realistic solution, and then – and only then – sell that
solution to the American public.
That’s my advice. The GOP can take it for what it’s worth.

